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ABSTRACT 

The determination of wave forces on piles is for an important 
part based upon data obtained with regular laboratory waves. Non- 
lmearities m the mechanism that underlies these forces may lead 
to deviations when applying the data to predict forces exerted by 
irregular waves. 

Experiments have been performed with irregular waves to investi- 
gate wave forces, more particularly to study the influence of the 
energy density spectrum of the waves. 

Within the range of conditions m the experiments, the wave 
motion is sufficiently characterized by its energy and the frequen- 
cy (or wave period) at which the energy density is maximum to de- 
termine the probability distribution of wave forces. 

INTRODUCTION 

Wave forces on piles are mainly determined at present either 
by computation or by performing experiments in regular laboratory 
waves. The latter also provided information on coefficients of drag 
(C_) and mtertia (C..) to be applied in the methods of computation. 
A wide scatter in these coefficients was often found. This is part- 
ially due to the fact that the influence of the flow pattern around 
the piles on the forces exerted is not adequately characterized by 
coefficients C- and C„ which are supposed to be a function of the 
geometrical shape of the pile only. Various authors have shown the 
influence of of the time history of flow on the forces exerted on 
submerged bodies [l] , [2j . This implies that the phenomenon of 
forces m oscillating flow is m principle non-linear, even if in- 
ertia forces are predominant. 

In engineering practice one is mainly interested m forces 
exerted by irregular waves. In consequence of the problems outlined 
above it is doubtful whether the results of regular-wave experiments 
can be used to predict forces by irregular waves. Moreover the de- 
scription of irregular waves in a way that suits this procedure is 
rather complicated. 

Experiments have been performed m irregular waves in order to 
study the effect of non-linearities and to establish a method for 
predicting the statistical distribution of wave forces suitable for 
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design purposes. Some results of these experiments are presented in 
this paper. The aim of the study was to get some insight rather than 
estahlishing a set of data for design purposes. The range of vari- 
ables was very limited, up till now. It is stressed that the con- 
clusions which have been drawn are not necessarily valid beyond the 
range of conditions applied in the experiments. 

REVIEW OF SOME METHODS 

the description of the force as given by 

F(t) = * • CB . pD J u/u/dy + CM. p J .D2 j • 

The starting point for the computation of wave forces is gener- 
ally the description of the force as given by Morrison'B equation* 

du , 
, dt ^ 

For regular waves the integrals have been expressed in terms 
of wave height H, wave period T and water depth d. Various methods 
have been applied to derive the probability distribution of wave 
forces by irregular waves starting from Morrison's equation* A first 
method has been proposed by Borgmanf3] for the case of a narrow-band 
spectrum. In this method the wave energy is supposed to be concen- 
trated at a fixed frequency (hence the wave period is a constant). 
Consequently the wave height H is the only statistical parameter in 
the wave motion, By computing the forces for various values of H, 
the probability distribution of wave forces can be derived from the 
probability distribution of H. When considering actual wave energy 
spectra it is obvious that the assumption of constant period is a 
rather crude one, which has always been recognized by Borgman him- 
self. 

Pierson and Holmes [4] and Borgman [5] nave derived the probabi- 
lity densities of velocities u and accelerations -rr and applied in 
Morrison's equation. In this way the probability distributions of 
drag forces and inertia forces can be determined from which the 
probability distribution of peak forces is derived. An objection to 
this method is that u and £}i are considered to be independent 
stochastic variables. In natural waves with a given energy spectrum 
the high waves most often have high values of both u and ^IL espe- 
cially if the spectrum is rather narrow. This has been overcome by 
Borgman [5] by computing the time functions of u and $&  from a sea 
surface simulation on a computer and applying these functions m an 
approximation of the Morrison formula. This method is probably the 
most advanced one in computations of irregular wave forces. It is 
obvious, however, that it is subjeot to the restrictions to be 
made when applying wave theories to irregular waves. Moreover the 
assumption of constant CL and C„ has to be made. 

The considerations given above show the need of having data 
from experiments in irregular waves. It will then be interesting 
to investigate the influence of the energy density spectrum of the 
waves on the forces and to consider the transfer functions con- 
verting wave spectra into force spectra. A simple expression for 
this transfer function is found in case of small amplitude waves 
and inertia forces being predominant. Some experiments have been per- 
formed by Jen [6] for this case which showed good agreement with Ifceor/. 
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EXPERIMENTS 

ARRANGEMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments were performed with circular and square piles 
in vertical position and extending from the bottom of the flume 
up to a level ahove the highest crest level of the waves. The 
piles were attached to force transducers in such a way that the 
overall horizontal force was measured as well as the moment with 
respect to a fixed level in order to determine the point of appli- 
cation of the force. No information is presented in this paper, 
however, on the point of application. 

The water depth was kept constant in the experiments at d = 
0.45 m» The pile diameters I) were: 

circular piless 0  0.125, 0.063 m 
square piles 1 0 0.12 , 0.06, 0.03 m 

The experiments were oamed out in a wmdwave flume, 55 m 
long and 4 "i wide. In this flume irregular waves were generated "by- 
means of a wave hoard driven by servo-controlled hydraulic actua- 
tors. The input signals for the hydraulic servo mechanism were 
obtained by filtering a random noise signal such that the required 
wave energy spectra were obtained. See also ref.C7l» The wave 
energy spectra were determined on-line by means of a special ana- 
logue computer. Simultaneous wave and force records were set on 
punched tape for elaboration on a digital computer. 

The wave motion was measured by making continuous records of 
the sea-surface elevation <J (t) with respect to still watei level 
in a fixed point beside the piles. As a first characteristic of 
the wave motion the energy density spectrum S«« has been deter- 
mined. In the computations of S«» the autocorrelation function was 
determined first, using samples of^(t) at time intervals of 
0.125 sec. Prom the autocorrelation function 60 points were used 
to compute Spy,   applying a triangular screen filter. The total 
energy of the wave motion is also used as a parameter. This energy 
is characterized by Moo which is equal to the area enclosed by 
Spy  and the frequency axis. Some examples of spectra are given in 
figure 1. For an easy comparison of the shape of the various 
spectra the relative energy density Syy/Mon  has been plotted along 
the vertioal axis. Hence the area enclosed by the curves and the 
f-axis is equal to unity in all cases. 

The energy spectrum is furthermore characterized by the 
frequency or period at maximum energy density, f or T respectively, 
and a parameter for the width of the spectrum. For the latter the 
relative width as defined by Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (see 
also t7] ) b-aB not been used in this case as it presents some 
problems in practical computations. As a simple parameter for de- 
noting the relative width, the ratio of the maximum energy density 
S/^max, to the total energy Moy  has been chosen. It is recognized 
that Sypmax/Mon  has not the advantage of being dimensionless. 
Besides the characteristics of the spectra also the probability 
distributions of wave heights have been determined. Examples are 
given in figure 3• 
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As has been stated above only the overall forces on the piles 
are oonsidered in this paper. Continuous records of the forces 
versus time were made. F(t). From these records the spectra of the 
force S• were determined in the same way as described for the 
wave motion. Similarly M0_ was computed. When determining the 
probability distributions of wave forces it is useful to consider 
separately the distributions of maximum forces exerted by indivi- 
dual waves m the direction of wave propagation and the distri- 
butions of maximum forces in the direction opposite to the direc- 
tion of wave propagation. Only the forces in the direction of wave 
propagation are considered here. Examples are given in figure 4. 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

The examples shown in figure 1 give an indication about the 
variation of the width of the wave-energy spectra applied in the 
experiments. For reasons of comparison a Pierson-Moskowjtz spectrum 
for fully developed sea has been plotted. For f - 0.8 (T = 1.25 sec) 
the value of Syymax/'too?  is equal to 1.95 seo- f°r tlle Pierson - 
Moskowitz spectrum. In the experiments values between 1.27 and 3.1 
sec. were used for Sypmax/l&oy  For ? = 0.6 (T = 1.6? sec) the 
Pierson - Moskowitz value of S^mox/Mo? is 2.25 sec. whereas values 
in the experiments ranged from 1.14 to 4.1 sec. Consequently it 
may be expected that the experiments covered reasonably well the 
variation in spectrum width which occurs in nature. 

The probability distributions of wave heights are close to 
the Rayleigh distribution in all cases. Examples are given m 
figure 3« Apparently the width of the energy spectrum did not 
affect the properties of the wave-height distribution. 

AB a starting point for the description of the wave forces* 
the wave-force spectra and the probability distributions of forces 
in the direction of wave propagation have been used. Examples are 
given in figure 2 and 4 respectively. For many design purposes 
this way of describing the forces to be expected under natural 
wave conditions is the most adequate one. From a set of probabi- 
lity distributions of forces corresponding to various storm-wave 
conditions a design load can be selected taking into account the 
probabilities of occurrence of the various storm conditions. The 
wave force spectra may be important when considering the response 
of structures to the dynamic loads. 

When comparing the wave and force spectra of figure 1 and 2 
it appears that there is a considerable shift of the energy to 
the higher frequencies in the force spectra. This is quite reason- 
able as in the situation of these examples the wave steepness is 
moderate1 whereas the pile diameter is such that inertia forces 
are predominant. For the conditions of small amplitude waves and 
inertia forces being predominant there exists, theoretically, a 
transfer function converting wave spectra into force spectra which 
is a function of wave frequency only (Notice that the water depth 
was constant in the experiments). This holds only, however, if the 
coefficient C„ is a constant for the particular shape of the pile. 
A suitable way to define such a transfer function T(f) is« 
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SFF " [p« ? °2] - T(f )• Sj 
in which: 

p = density of water in kg/m 

g = acceleration of gravity in m/sec 

According to linear wave theory T(f) is equal to: 
2 

T(f) [CM * i£j 

in which: 
277- 

k 

CO -  2TTf = 
2_ 

L 
T a wave period 

U. = wave length 

The theoretical values of T(f ) together with data obtained 
from the experimental spectra have heen plotted in figure 5 and 6. 
A discussion will he given later on. 

The examples of probability distributions of wave foroes F, 
given in figure 4 appears to he rather close to the Rayleigh dis- 
tribution. Only slight deviations occur for the higher foroes. 
For the approximation of a narrow band spectrum by a single con- 
stant frequency as introduced by Borgman in ref. [3] and inertia 
forces being predominant* the probability distribution of wave 
forces is of the same nature as the probability distribution of 
wave heights* hence a Rayleigh distribution. Again this holds only 
in case C„ is a constant. In all other cases the probability distri- 
bution ofroroes is m principle affected by the wave-energy spec- 
trum and the diameter of the pile compared to the magnitude of the 
wave heights and cannot be described by a standard distribution law. 
In order to get an idea about the variability of these distributions 
some simple parameters are introduced: 
Let Fn be the wave force exceeded by n%  of a series of peak forces 
in the direction of wave propagation. The parameters 
F50       Fl 
=*—  and •=   will be used to have some indication on the varia- 
13.5    13-5 

bility of the distributions. 
Note: In a Rayleigh distribution F,, _ is in its meaning comparable 

to the significant wave height H - R., _ in a wave height distri- 
s   -loO 

bution. If the foroes would satisfy the Rayleigh distribution* then: 
F F 
JL9_   = 0.62    and -i— - 1.5 
F13.5 ^13-5 
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Applying F... _ as a characteristic force in the probability distri- 
bution of forces one may try to relate this force to the parameters 
selected for the description of the wave conditions and the pile 
diameter, hence to: 

T, Mop,     S79 "•«* , D. 
M 7 F, 

Instead of F,, _ the parameter  -'•      ^      has been used. 
w-5 (pg^D2)!^: J   V    j     V Mop 

The results of the experiments expressed m these parameters have 
been listed in table I. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The values of T(f) obtained from a number of experiments with 
circular and square piles of 0.125 m and 0.12 m diameter respecti- 
vely have been plotted m figure 5* I*1 these cases the inertia 
forces are predominant. The curves give T(f) according to linear 
wave theory for the values of C„ indicated in the figure. The 
experimental results show some scatter, especially in the extreme 
high and low frequency ranges. The energy densities in these parts 
of the spectra are rather small, however, and consequently the 
values of T(f) obtained by dividing wave and force spectral densi- 
ties are relatively inaccurate. It may be said that on the whole 
reasonably uniform transfer functions were obtained. No distinct 
influence of Mon can be observed, hence no appreciable effect of 
non-linearity is apparent. It is remarkable that both for.the cir- 
cular and square piles T(f) has a maximum at f « 1.1 sec- . The 
results of Jen [6] slightly indicate a similar effect. There is 
also an appreciable difference between the experimental and theore- 
tical values of T(f). The application of higher order wave theories 
does not lead in this case to a better agreement with the experimen- 
tal data. An explanation for the deviations cannot be given. It 
might be that a more or less periodic development of eddies around 
the piles introduces the effect of a filter, but no further evidence 
is available so far to support this hypothesis. In evaluating the 
importance of the irregularities in T(f) and the scatter in results 
it should be kept in mind that T(f) as defined here is proportional 
to the square of the forces. 

The results presented in figure 5 furthermore mdioate that 
C„ is close to 2 and 3 for the circular and square pile respectively. 

For a smaller circular pile the transfer function T(f) has 
been plotted in figure 6. In this case the contribution of drag 
forces is no longer negligible. Consequently there should be a non- 
linear effect resulting in higher values of T(f) with increasing 
Mop>  Moreover the values of T(f) should be higher for the smaller 
pile diameters. (This is a result of the definition of T(f) ). 

It is understood that if non-linearities occur the description 
of forces in terms of spectra is in fact not very meaningful. 

The dotted line in figure 6 gives the mean values of T(f) for 
the bigger pile with D = 0.125 «>• Examination of the results reveals 
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some typical aspects. It is obvious that the mean values of T(f) 
are higher for the smaller pile diameter as could he expected, the 
explanation being the increased contribution of drag forces. This 
should also lead, however, to increasing values of T(f ) with in- 
creasing wave heights, hence increasing Mop.  Such a tendency does 
not appear as can he seen hy comparing the various series using 
the information listed in table 1. Furthermore a distinct maximum 
as observed in figure 5 does not occur m this case. 

Again no reasonable explanation can be given and it is obvious 
that further experiments are necessary to arrive at reliable con- 
clusions. For the time being it can only be said that it is doubt- 
ful whether a simple superposition of drag and inertia forces can 
be applied m predicting irregular wave forces. 

Still nowadays a method which is often applied to determine 
the design load on piles consists of selecting a design-wave height 
and period and subsequently computing the wave force using 
Morrison's equation and data obtained from experiments with regular 
waves. In this respect it may be interesting to consider a number 
of waves in an irregular wave tram and to compare actual forces 
with those computed according to Morrison's equation. In the 
irregular wave train the wave period was defined as the time inter- 
val between two downward zero-crossings and the wave height as the 
vertical distance between the wave crest and the preceding wave 
trough. The wave foroe considered is the peak force m the direction 
of wave propagation. In the computations the integrated orbital 
velocities and accelerations were determined using the results of 
Eeid and BretschneiderC8]. C_ and CM values were selected in such 
a way that on the average the computed wave forces correspond as 
good as possible with the forces actually recorded. Figures 1  and 
8 show actual and computed forces for both a square and a circular 
pile of such a diameter that the inertia forces are predominant. 
The CM values applied are 3«1 and 2 respectively. Figure 9 shows 
the results for a smaller square pile (D = 0.06) in which case 
there is an appreciable contribution of drag forces for the higher 
waves. The coefficients applied in the computations weret C-. = 2 
and CM = 2.83« From these figures it appears that the actual forces 
may deviate considerably from the computed foroes. One of the 
reasons is of course that the wave profile m the irregular wave 
train is a superposition of components with different frequencies. 
It is felt, however, that also the time history of the flow around 
the piles has an influence. To illustrate this, an example of 
simultaneous wave and force records has been given.m figure 10. 
Apparently the wave following the maximum wave in this example 
produces a relatively small force. Such phenomena were observed 
several times in the records. It might be that the higher preoeding 
wave generates strong persistent eddies which hamper the develop- 
ment of the flow pattern. The considerable soatter of results 
from irregular waves compared to results of computations has been 
observed before. In the author's opinion this leads to the follow- 
ing recommendations 
If a design load has to be determined on the basis of an accept- 
able probability of occurrence, it shall preferably be derived 
from probability distributions of forces, rather than 
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selecting a design wave which, has the accepted probability and 
computing the force whioh is expected to he exerted by this wave. 
For each wave condition the probability distribution of wave 
foroes must then be known. 

As has been outlined before the probability distributions 
will for the time being be characterized by 

F13.5      f 
F50 

(pg^B2)VM2  '  P13-5 
and 

The results of a number of experiments expressed in these para- 
meters have been listed in table I, together with the data on 
wave conditions. ^i ^ e; 

When considering the ratio  —~—^-==r   it appears that 
(pgf D2)^ 

there is first of all an influence of the pile diameter. The ratio 
increases with deoreasmg pile diameter. This is in agreement with 
the results obtained for T(f) and it would be reasonable to say 
that this is due to the increased contribution of drag forces. 
For the same reason there should be an increase with increasing 
M . However, as could be seen already from the results of T(f), 
such a tendenoy does not appear. It must be kept in mmd that the 
range of variables was rather limited. Nevertheless there is a 
rather significant indication that the influences of pile diameter 
and wave height are different from those established m methods 
of computation. 

From the transfer functions given in the figures 5 and 6 one 
might expeot that there is an influence of the width of the 
spectrum, espe£ially if the spectrum has the maximum energy density 
at f = 0.8 sec . From table 1, however, one may conclude that m 
practice the influence of the width, expressed in 

g 
00 max -4f-  , is negligible. In this respeot it must be stated 
Moo 

oncemore that T(f) is proportional to the square of the wave 
forces. Hence there is not such a strong influence of the wave 
frequenoy on the foroes as suggested by the path of T(f). 

In order to illustrate the various problems mentioned above, 
the results obtained from the experiments with T « 1.25 sec have 
been summarized in figure 11. According to theories there should 
be a gradual increase of 

*13.5 V*S  j~  ' •==•     with increasing —•=(•— . It is clear from 
(pgjD2)^; D 

figure 11 that there is an influence of the pile diameter which is 
not adequately incorporated in present theories. 

F       F The values of 50 and  1  show a variability in the proba- 
TP TP r13-5   13.5 

bility distributions of forces. There is a scatter m the results 
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TABLE I 

Results of experiments. Water depth d = O.45 m 

series M0 10 

D-D.12m (m2) 

QlII-1 
III-2 
III-5 
III-6 
111-7 
111-8 

D-0.125m 
OIII-l 

III-2 
III-3 
III-4 
III-5 
III-6 

D= 0.06m 
D II-l 

11-2 
II-3 
II-4 
II-5 
II-7 
II-8 
II-9 

D= 0.063m 
O II-l 

11-2 
II-3 
11-4 
11-7 
II-8 
II-9 

D= 0.03m 
Q   1-1 

1-2 
1-3 
1-4 

5-47 
2-39 
1.13 
4.31 
3.98 
I.50 

6.25 
3-5 
4.94 
2.43 
4-47 
1.76 

1.75 
4-45 
1-97 
4.35 
2.38 
2.33 
4-7 
5.5I 

2.33 
3.85 
2.14 
4-03 
1.98 
4-03 
3.66 

1.81 
3.89 
2.12 
3.92 

T 

(sec) 

1.36 
1.36 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 

1-5 
1.5 
1, 
1, 
1. 
1, 

>p?, 

25 
25 
25 
25 

1.16 
(1.1) 
1.25 
1.25 
(1.19) 
1.67 
1.67 
1.68 

(1.14) 
1.20 
1.25 
1.25 
1.65 
1.63 
1.66 

1.6 
a-65) 
1-4 
1.3 

1.8 
2.12 
2.26 
2 
1.7 
1.38 

2.16 
2.08 
2.54 
2.34 
1.66 
1.42 

1.6 
* 

2.94 
2.7 
* 

4 
3.6 
1.2 

* 
1.27 
3.1 
3.02 
4-1 
3.6 
1.14 

1.65 
I.65 

3 
3 

Ilii F, 
52. 

'7       (Pg^D2)YM^   F13-5   P13-5 

4.5 
4.6 
5-4 
5-4 
5.4 
5.4 

3.4 
3.3 
3.5 
3-5 
3.5 
3.5 

6.2 
6.4 
6.5 
6.4 
6.0 
5-9 
6.3 
6.3 

3.8 
4-1 
A .4 
4.2 
3.5 
3.5 
3.9 

7-5 
7.3 
7-4 
7-5 

O.56 
O.54 
0.5 
O.57 
0.54 
O.58 

0.59 
O.57 
O.57 
0.55 
0.5 
0.56 

0.6 
O.54 
0.62 
0.54 
0.6 
O.58 
0.57 
O.54 

0.59 
O.59 
0.63 
0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0.62 

1-57 
1.6 
1-7 
1-57 
* 

I.54 

1.54 
I.54 
1.57 
* 

I.74 
1.6 

1.71 
1-73 
1.63 
1.92* 
1.56 
I.72 
1-74 
1-74 

1.6 
1.59 
1.60 
1.71 
1-5 
1.59 
1.62 

O.64 1.58 
O.57 I.73 
0.63 1.63 
O.57 2.0 

remarks 

2) 

3) 

4) 

not reliable 

)  maxima  in S»»  at  T =  1.1 and T =  I.38 seo 
2) 
3) 
4) 

T = 1.19 

T = 1.14 

T =  1.4 

T =. 1.74 

T = 1.59 

T =  1.65 
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which, makes it somewhat difficult to draw reliable conclusions. 
Still the following tendencies can he observed! 

- The distributions deviate from the Rayleigh distribution. 
For the smaller probabilities of occurrence the forces are 
higher than predicted by a Rayleigh distribution 

<=ri- > 1.5 )• 
F13.5 

- The deviations from the Bayleigh distribution increase with 
decreasing pile diameters. A relation between w, j.  could not yet been established. 

- The tendencies mentioned above are in agreement with the 
influence of non-linear drag forces. 

-It may be expected that a set of standard distributions can 
be established which are sufficiently accurate for design 
purposes. 

It is obvious that the information presented in this paper 
is by no means sufficient to get a reasonable insight into the 
problems related to irregular-wave forces on piles. Some typical 
features have been found which could not yet be explained. There 
exists non-linearities in the mechanism.that underlies the forces 
exerted by irregular waves which may lead to deviations between 
actual forces and the forces derived from data obtained with 
regular waves or predicted by computations. It is felt that further 
investigations are necessary to establish a reliable method for 
the prediction of wave forces which is based on the statistical 
properties of irregular wave motion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The prediction of irregular-wave forces from theories and 
regular-wave force data reveals many problems. The phenomenon of 
wave forces is non-linear and the magnitude of the forces is 
affected by the time-history of flow. The information presented m 
this paper does not provide sufficient insight into these problems. 

The results obtained so far with irregular waves indicate that 
with respect to forces on piles the wave motion is sufficiently 
characterized by T and Mo*, hence that for design purposes the 
width of the energy spectrum is of minor importance. The results 
moreover suggest that a set of standard probability distributions 
of forces can be established in which the water depth, the pile 
diameter, the period of maximum wave energy and the total energy 
of the wave motion appear as parameters. 

Any tendency or conclusion derived m this paper may not be 
applied for the time being beyond the range of variables covered 
by the experiments. 
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